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💣Transcripts💣 
 
"During the call, KISYLAK asked FLYNN to set-up a VTC
between President-elect Trump & Russian President
PUTIN on January 21st" 
 
"FLYNN volunteered that after the election, he had a
closed door meeting with Kisylak & Jared KUSHNER at
Trump Tower in New York City"

💣Transcripts2💣 

 

“FLYNN explained that other meetings took place between the TRUMP team and

various other countries took place prior to the inauguration, and were sensitive

inasmuch other countries did not want the then current administration to know

about them.” #MbZ
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💣Transcripts3💣 

 

"FLYNN described SERGUN as someone the U.S. could work with." 

 

📌1/3/16: Igor Sergun, the head of Russia’s secretive GRU military intel service died

of unknown causes just weeks after reportedly being sent to Syria to negotiate with

President Bashar al-Assad.
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💣Transcripts4💣 

 

“During the call, KISLYAK asked FLYNN to set-up a [video teleconference] between

P-elect Trump & PUTIN on January 21st.” 

 

Trump's then lawyer, John Dowd, asked Flynn's lawyer to "remember what we've

always said about the president & his feelings toward Flynn."
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💣Transcripts5💣 

 

Judge won’t allow Michael Flynn to fire his attorneys 

 

Judge Emmet Sullivan denied the motion, saying it did not comply with local court

rules and the attorneys’ “failure to indicate the manner in which the motion was

served upon Mr. Flynn.”  

 

#EpicFail

💣Transcripts6💣 

 

📌Firtash's attorney Dan Webb says in a new court filing that depending on a ruling

from the Austrian Supreme Court, Firtash could be extradited to the U.S. as soon as

the first week of July 

#Mogilevich  

 

📌Swalwell wants Congress to impeach Barr and Mnuchin
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💣Transcripts7💣 

 

US intel shows Saudi Arabia has expanded its ballistic missile program with help

from Chiba.  

Russia + China + Saudi alliance 

 

Saudi is barred from purchasing ballistic missiles from the US under regs set forth by

the 1987 Missile Technology Control Regime,

💣Transcripts8💣 

 

Which is an informal, multi-country pact aimed at preventing the sale of rockets

capable of carrying weapons of mass destruction 

 

House Dem leaders to give chairmen broad power to enforce subpoenas re Trump's

tax returns to Mueller’s underlying files.
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💣Transcripts8💣 

 

📌German prosecutors have extended an investigation into a tax-stripping scheme,

with around 70 current and former executives of Deutsche Bank now being treated as

suspects. 

 

📌House Democrats officially introduce contempt resolution for Barr, McGahn

💣Transcripts8💣 

 

Pence Says At This Point Mexico Tariffs Will Be Imposed Monday 

 

House passes bill that would provide a pathway to citizenship for many

undocumented immigrants 
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The Queen's speech at commemorations to mark the 75th anniversary of D-Day
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